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Doors Left Ajar Overnight;
Residents Fear for Their Safety
Defective Swipe Machines Could Be Cause
Photo Editor of The should be closed and the that particular hall.
Montclarion. aII of MSU's machines fixed im m edi
While without an Identifi
residence halls with Its ately.
cation card; an off-campus
doors open with the
Senior, Freeman Hall resi person would not be able to
exception of Russ Hall. dent, Joshanna Robinson get Inside the buildings. With
Although the doors said, "these safety Issues, the machines not working,
were shut, they were are such an Important thing the residence halls are open
not locked, thus allow because of all the potential to the public 24 hours a
ing a person to be safety problems.”
day.
able to enter without
The swipe-card system,
Despite opposing state
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
swiping their ca rd In which had been functioning ments from resident students,
Freeman Hall entrance open at the swipe Identification properly up until the begin front desk assistants at Blan
machine.
ning of the Fall semester, had ton Hall, Bohn Hall, and Free
1:40 a.m. yesterday.
When questioned been used to restrict access man Hall each said that the
about the opened >to the Residence Halls to only swipe machines are currently
doors and possible those residents who lived In functioning properly.
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
broken
According
ByGinaNitting
machines,
to
Latoya Possibly defective residence
AssistantNewsEditor
Regina
M c D a n ie ls , hall entrance machines, like
S a rg e n t,
desk assistant the one shown above from
Director of
at
Blanton Blanton Hall, could be a
Residence
Hall, “this one reason to why residence
Many campus residents want Life said,
[ s w i p e
an answer to why the residence ‘‘ t h a t ' s
halls have been left open
m
achine]
hall swipe id e n tific a tio n card
news.”
.works.
-It throughout the day and
entrance machines aren’t func
In fact,
doesn’t
work
# even late at night.
tioning while administrators say according
all
the
time,
they were not aware of the prob to Sargent,
but
some
lem.
Residence
times
It
works buildings are In fact residents
Students have been upset Life had
and
now
It's of that building, although
over the broken swipe Identifi not been
fine.”
according to Robinson, while
ca tio n ca rd machines which,- m a d e
Desk
assis
the front desk operators are
according to resident students, aware of
tants In each always there at night, they
have not been functioning since the p ro b 
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
of the resi aren't always awake.
the start of the Fall semester lem.
dence halls
Said Robinson, “ I know
In most residence halls across
H o w  The Bohn Hall entrance Is another residence hall that was
c
o
n
tin
u
a
lly
that
It's [swiping In residence
campus, leaving the outside ever, upset found with open doors Wednesday at 1:37 a.m.
check
to
see
halls
]kind of aggravating at
doors open at all times.
cam pus
that
those
S ee "DOORS" o n p . 5
During an early morning sur residents
entering' the
veillance of the campus, which say
that
began at l :30 a.m., Mike Cafaro,
the doors

Jurors and Date Selected
Student Advocate For Senate Judicial Hearing
Elected Yesterday
By Melinda Smith
ChiefCopyEditor

Legislator Ron Botelho Named
As First to Hold Position

A few weeks have
passed since the events of
Homecoming and Phi Alpha
Psl’s actions, but all that
the creation of Article 1] , occurred has not been for
BylnbalKahanov
which called for the addition gotten. Phi Alpha Psl, also
ManagingEditor
of a student bill of rights as known as Senate, Is being
well as the advocate who charged by the SGA with,
The SGA took the first offi would uphold it.
“ Negligence at a University
cial steps yesterday In con
According to Al Fatale event under the organi
forming to the new structure III, the author of the bill that zational name resulting In
of Its judicial branch through called for the addition of the the Injury of a bystander,"
the election of the SGA Stu Student Advocate, the main according to Jason Long,
dent Advocate, SGA Chief thrust of the positions Is to Student Government Attor
Justice, and SGA Clerk Jus-. a c t as a liaison to ensure ney General.
tice. All three positions were that students’ rights are pro-‘
This ch a rg e Is being
cre a te d last year, though tected.
brought against Senate
were left unfilled until last
Botelho, the only Individ because during the home
night’s SGA meeting.
ual to be nominated for the com ing parade, members
Legislator, Ron Botelho post, was e le c te d by jus of the fraternity smashed
was elected as Student tices M att Wilder, Evange- a computer monitor during
Advocate, a post that was
their performance, causing
S ee "APPOINTMENT'o n P . 4
small pieces of debris to fly
formed last Spring through

everywhere and injure an jury for the hearing was
audience member.
based on a random selec
The date for the disciplin tion process decided by the
ary hearing was decided on Legislature. Five alternates
November 12 and Senate were also chosen this way.
was notified at this time One spokesperson will be
through letters delivered given the opportunity to
to their mailpresent the
box.
The f l
case
of the
6 6 T h e w h o l e id e a
hearing Isset
accused
for Friday,
organi
OF BEING
D e ce m b e r
zation. Usu
DE-CHARTERED,
6,. at 2:00
ally this Is
p.m. • This
the pres
I THINK, IS
date having
ident
of
b e e n
ABSURD. 99
the organi
s e le c t e d ,
zation or If
-Brian Padula,
based
on
not, some
the availabil
one
else
Senate Vice President
ity of all ^
the Execu
t h o s e
tive Board
expected to attend. This selects to fill the position.
Includes the jury of five SGA When asked who this repre
legislators, which the SGA sentative w ould be, Brian
will not disclose due to the Padula, Vice President of
nature of the selection being
during a closed session. The
S ee "HEARING" o n p . 5
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Production Editor
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(973) 655-5282
(973) 655-5282

Treasurer

(973) 655-5241

Editorial Board
11/4/02 - Officers
-responded to Freeman Hall
on a report of two
females having a dispute.
The matter was referred
to Residence Life.
School officials were
notified.
11/4/02 - The Clifton
Fire Department
responded to Bohn Hall
on an activated fire
alarm. The building was
evacuated.. Smoke was
found on the 7th floor
in the. B wing along
with an empty gasoline
container.
1Ì/4/02

H A female
resident of Clove Road
apartments called
University Police in
reference to an unwanted
male waiting outside for
h e r . A search provided
itegative results for this,
person.

News Editor
Opinion Editor
Feature Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor "
Humour Editor
Chief Copy „Editor
Photography Editor
Graphic Design Editor
Webmaster

11/3/02 - The MSU
Emergency Medical
Services unit responded
to- the Floyd Hall Arena
on a report of a male
hockey player with *a
possible broken ankle.
The victim was
transported to
Mountainside Hospital
for further medicaltreatment .

Office o f Advertising

showers

11/2/02 - Officers
responded to a report
of..'a fight in front of
Russ Hall. A female.Russ
Hall resident and her
boyfriend had a verbal
disagreement.
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alcohol, tobacco, or firearms, ads advocating
hate speech or displaying intolerance for
the political viewpoints and opinions of
a specific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions of
violence, according to local standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit advertisements to
TheMontclarion is.the Monday of the week
of publication.

Billina
The M yntciarion is distributed on Thursdays
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the
following Monday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty-(30) days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 perceht finance charge is
levied. After sixty (60) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection agency.
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Students Choose, New G arage Name

®

Student Protest for Political Awareness
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College C redit Given to Student

O N-CAM PUS
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
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F iv e N e w a rk R e s id e n ts A rre s te d fo r W e a p o n O ffe n s e s

Police arrested five Newark residents over the weekend on a
variety of charges, including weapon offenses, at a house in the
West W ard known for late-night parties. The arrests, made early
Sunday morning, came a day after a Newark man was shot eight
times as he .left a party at the house on Alexander Street. •
M a n In d ic te d fo r H it-A n d -R u n N o w C h a rg e d w ith S h o o tin g

A Bergen County man indicted on murder and other charges in
connection with a maddening hit-and-run derby through Manhat
tan will be charged with another murder following the death of
a woman shot before the rampage. Prosecutors are trying to
upgrade a charge of attempted murder to first-degree murder
against Ronald Popadich, 41, of Garfield. Authorities say Popadich shot Gotkin four times, then dumped the gravely injured
woman in an industrial section of Elmwood Park.

Compiled from The Star Ledger b y Gina Nitttng•

O s a m a b in L a d e n P ra is e s R e c e n t T e rro r A tta c k s

An audiotaped statement attributed to Osama bin Laden praises
.recent terror attacks in Yemen, Kuwait, Bali and Moscow as a
response to how the Muslims have been treated." Analysis who
listened to the tape said the voice sounds like the al Qaeda
leader.
C o u rt S a y s N o to G a y B o y S c o u t L e a d e rs

Two gay Boy Spout leaders lost their bid to return to the organiza
tion in a decision by an appellate court that overturned an order
that the two men be reinstated as troop leaders. The District of
Columbia Court of Appeals decision found that the Boy Scouts of
America d id not act illegally in barring the two men, Roland D.
Pool and Michael Geller. The decision reverses a ruling issued last
year by the D.C. Commission on Human Rights. The appellate court
said it based its decision on a June 2 0 0 0 Supreme Court ruling.

C la ssifie d s (up to 30 wds.)

$ 10.00

Call (973) 655-5237
for more information.
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Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
E-mail: monteditorinchief@yahoo.com ..Phone: (973) 655-5241 Fax: (973) 655-7804

News & Noies
Editor -I n -C hief

*Ron Botelho was elected
by the SGA justices, then
approved by the SGA
legislature to become the
first student advocate on
campus.

Compiled from cnn.com by G ina N itfing
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*Matt Wilder was also
elected by SGA legislature
justicies and approved by
the SGA to become Chief
Justice.
‘ Evangeline Williams was
elected by justices to
become Clerk Justice.
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Y o u n g e s t S n ip e r V ic tim R e le a s e d fro m H o s p ita l

The 13-year-old M aryland boy who was shot and critically
wounded in the sniper attacks has been released from a
children’s hospital in Washington. Children's National Medical
Center spokeswoman Ashley W olf said the boy - who has not
been identified — was released M onday night. She would not say
if he was going home or to another medical facility.

O FF-C A M P U S
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

Leaders

P o lic e L ie u te n a n t In d ic te d fo r In s u ra n c e S c a m

A Newark police lieutenant has' been indicted on theft charges
after filing a phony insurance claim stating that a computer was.
'stolen from his home more than five years ago. Tracy Childress, .
34, of Newark was indicted in Superior Court in Newark on
a single count of third-degree theft by deception after Cigna
Insurance-Co. became suspicious of his 1997 insurance claim and
contacted the state Insurance. Fraud Prosecutor s Office.
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11/1/02 - The Montclair'
Fire Department
responded to Freeman Hall
on an .activated fire
alarm. A search of the
building proved negative
results for fire and
smoke.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). A ll calls
are strictly confidential.

(973) 655-5169
(973) 655-5241
(973) 655-5241
(973) 655-5241
(973) 655-5241
(973) 655-5241
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A dvertising D irector • Kevin Schwoebel

Modification of Greek
Council constitution and
statutes.

The M ontddrion is a Class One organization* of the Student Government Association, inc. of
M ontclair State University. Published weekly, except during examinations^ summer and winter
sessions, The M ontclarion is funded by student fees distributed by the SGA and by incoming
advertising revenu^. The views expressed in the Opinion section, with the exception o f the
M ain Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views o f The M ontclarion. The first edition o f The
M ontdqrion. then homed The Pelican, was published on November. 28, 1928.

S ee a rticle on page 1

c o r d
In last week's edition o/The Montclarion, the photo o f SGA President Chris Fitzpatrick
on page 3 was taken by John Sparacio, not M ike Cafaro.
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Music Fraternity Works Toward a Charter
Miscommunication Causes S.A.I. to Wait for Re-charterment Until the Spring
received by the Greek C ouncil’s
fourth meeting of the semester.
By the time the letter from S.A.I.
was received, It was already too
late.
The oldest all-women music fra
“ I personally did not receive the
ternity, Sigma Alpha lota (S.A.I.), has letter," said Derek Fahsbender, Presi
been delayed In their attempt to get dent of Greek Council.
re-chartered.
After several attempts of Greek
The music fraternity was de-char- Council to contact S.A.I, time had
tered In 2000 due to a lack of funding already been lost and the deadline
and Insurance Issues.
was up.
The original Intent of the frater
"We cannot re-charter an orga
nity In the past had been to get them nization after the fourth meeting.
selves under the
We play It by the
Music Department.
book,” said Fahs
66 I f t h e l e t t e r is
“ We had cleaned
bender.
our bank account
SUBMITTED ON TIME
“ If the letter Is
to get insurance the
submitted
on time
NEXT SEMESTER, IT
first time, did we
next semester, It
really want to do It
could work.”
COULD WORK. 99
a g a in ,” asked BriRight now, the
anne Hanlon, Presi
-Derek FohsJbender fraternity’s request
dent of Sigma Alpha
for a re-charter will
President o f CDreck
lota.
be d e la ye d until
Now,
Sigma
Council next semester.
Alpha lota Is In an
Though the
attempt to get back
Music Department supports the fra
under Greek Council. Members of ternity, they do not sponsor them.
S.A.I. stated that a letter requesting
"We are trying to branch out of
the fraternity be re-chartered was the Music Department," said Hanlon.
sent to the Greek Council.
"It was a great place to foster
Standard procedure In the Greek our growth, but now we w ant to
Council Is that letters must be bring In a wider range of events and
By Jennifer Bender
StaffWriter

opportunities." Involvem ent with
Greek Life will allow the fraternity to
participate In more philanthropies
and activities. The Montclair Chapter

of Sigma Alpha lota currently consists
of 12 active members and three In
training.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIANNE HANLON

The women’s music sorority, S.A.I., are in the process o f working towards
receiving their charter. Members include (top row I. to r.) Sara Hamilton,
Carolyn Dachinger, Kate Bolcar, Brianne Hanlon, Lesley Friend, Dean
Drummond (middle row, I. to r.) Leslie Bruce, Kara Mackey, Kristen
Brennan, Erin Stough, Danielle Phillips, Stefanie Peters, Gina Sgalia.
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Appointment
Continued from p. 1
Botelho said that he
would like to a ct to
"ensure that the rights
of the students are
not being viola te d
and that fair actions"
are being taken
against them.
Secondly, Botelho
said he would like
to look into the issue
of fraternity Theta Xi,
which was de-chartered last year by the
SGA.
Finally, he said he
would like to ensure
that individuals that
remain on the waiting
list to becom e SGA
legislators could enter
the legislature, which
is currently full.
Botelho
stated
th
a
t
while
techni
MIKE CAFARO /T H E MONTCLARION
cally, the legislature
is a t c a p a c ity with
(I. to r.) SGA legislator and B.O.T. student alternate Alfred Fatale III with newly
65 members, there
appointed student advocate, Ron Botelho during last night’s SGA meeting.
are legislators that do
not arrive a t m eet
ings and that this
should not prohibit
line Williams, and Anthony F. John plans on focusing on fhree issues as other members from joining.
“ Ideas for this position have been
son through a 3-0-0 vote, and was the new SGA Student Advocate.
on
my mind since the statutes were
The first issue pertains to fraternity
approved by the SGA legislature
w
ritten
for if last semester,” said
through a 20-0-0 vote. The fourth Phi Alpha Psi Senate, which, as
Botelho.
SGA Justice, Ned T. Gross, was not a result of injuring an individual
Prior to Botelho’s election, Wilder,
present during the election process during their hom ecom ing perfor
a freshman legislator and justice,
mance,
was
removed
from
MSU
by
for any of fhe positions.
was elected and approved as SGA
In a speech prior to his approval the administration and whose current
Chief Justice. According to Jacob
charter
is
under
question
in
the
SGA.
by the legislature, Botelho said he

V. Fludnut, who authored the bill
for Article 8, which restructured the
judicial branch, Wilder will act as the
chair of the judicial branch, preside
over its actions, and is the main
representative of the justices during
disciplinary hearings.
Originally nominated for the posi
tion were Johnson, Wilder, and Wil
liams, though after a closed-session
debate between the justices, only
Johnson and Wilder ran for the posi
tion.
Wilder won the nom ination
through a confidential election of
the justices, and was approved to fill
the position through a 20-0-0 vote.
“ I feel that I am trustworthy and
work well with people and will work
hard to make the judicial branch
better,” said Wilder.
“ I’ m new to the SGA, but I’ m
willing to learn.”
The justices in a confidential vote
elected senior legislator and justice
Williams to the position of SGA Clerk
justice. .She was the only individual
nominated for the position and was
not required to be approved by the
SGA legislature in order to fill it.
The Clerk Justice position, which
was also created under Article 8, is
in charge of keeping the minutes of
meetings held between the justices
and any correspondence.
The next step the justices must
complete is the holding of monthly
meetings, the first of w hich was
tentatively set for D ecem ber 11,
2002.
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Continued from p. 1
Senate said, “ I personally don't know the fraternity doesn’t agree with
that. We didn’t receive the charges the decision made regarding the
until last week."
charges they are facing.
The hearing will be closed to the
"The w hole idea of being
public and the only people that are dechartered I think is absurd, maybe
allowed to attend are the SGA Exec a suspension w ould be a b e tte r
utive Board, Greek
option. I believe
Council Executive
th
a t for w hat we
e>(> I f a n y b o d y w a s
Board, a maximum
have done the
of three members
right
sanction
INJURED* WE SEND
from the accused
should be made,
OUR DEEPEST APOLO but
organization, the
decharterFraternity/Sorority
ment
is totally
GIES, IT WAS PURELY
and Social Fellow
uncalled for,” said
ship Advisor, Dean
ACCIDENTAL.... 99
Padula.
of Students, six sub
“This trial should
—
Brian Padula,
house representa
be against a cer
tives, five legislative
Senate V/ce President tain individual.”
alternates, and the
P a d u l a
A ttorney General.
speaks on behalf
There may also be witnesses pres of Senate when he says, “If anybody
ent for either side while that side is was injured, we send our deepest
speaking.
apologies, it was purely accidental;
The newly a p p o in te d : Ron unintentional.”
Botelho, SGA student a d vo ca te ,
At this point, the hearing is set
Evangaline Williams, SGA Clerk Jus and the charges have been brought
tice, and M att Wilder, SGA Chief on Senate. And as Padula says,
Justice amoung other justices, will “We're just waiting to see what hap
take on the a p p e a l of Senate if pens.”

finmwl supportin thefm of
msisimiéips, stipmè ê co-op
m availablef orqualifiedstudents.

Doors
Continued from p. 1
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2 a.m. when it’s really cold but that
two annoying seconds can make
the entire system a lot safer.”
Sophomore Bohn Hall resident,
Leslie Bruce, attested to the lack of
security late at night saying, “I used
to work at a radio show from l a.m.
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to 4 a.m.” and according to Bruce,
when she got back to Bohn Hall, the
door was never locked.
Robinson said, “ I know that I can
p rotect myself, but other people
cannot."

j
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The Key
To Picking

ICC Dresses Up the New Year
A Night Filled With Fashion and Performance for Roshni
By Reginald Maciang

U p

Staff Writer

M S U

Two Organizations
Recognize the Need
for a Cleaner Quad
By Nicole Eleneski

Staff Writer

n spite of the chilly fall w e a th e r,
the quad was filled with garbage
bags, gloves, rakes, and helping
hands early Saturday morning.
The Golden Key and the New
Jersey Community Water Watch,
with the help and permission of MSU
grounds department assistant direc
tor Sharon Balkon, cosponsored a
campus cleanup on Nov. 9.
Golden Key is an international
honor society that invites only the top
15 percent of juniors and seniors at
MSU to be members. As a member
you receive academic recognition,
scholarships, post-graduate benefits
in strengthening your resume, career
assistance, and plenty <5f community
service opportunities.
When questioned during their
meetings about what kinds of com
munity service projects they should
g e t involved in, members of the
Golden Key always say more needs
to be done in the local area.
To be even more specific, they
wanted to help out with things on
campus.
Jeff Schonfeld, President o
Golden Key, said, "We saw garbage
and leaves and thought this [the
quad] was a good place to start.”
The cleanup was not just offered
to members of the Golden Key
and Water Watch. Whether you
were previously informed and came
to clean, or were passing by and
w qnted to join on the spot, there
were plenty of cleaning supplies to
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appy Diwali and Sal Mubarak!"
is a common phrase spoken
this time of the year, by Indians.
At this point of the year, Indians cel
ebrate the festival of lights, Diwali.
Diwali is a spectacular religious
festival held in late autum n. On
the evenings during the festival,
lamps and candles brighten up the
windows of houses.
Hindus believe that the souls of
ancestors come to visit their homes
on the new moon day of Diwali.
The lamps and candles guide the
departed souls on their way back
home. The term “Sal Mubarak wishes
someone a prosperous coming
year.
In honor of the upcoming year,
the Indian Culture Club (ICC) orga
nized a spectacle of lights, which
they titled “ Roshni 2002.” Meaning
“ light, illumination, enlightenment,"
the show embodied the word wholly.
The audience was in for an amazing
night.
"The fashion show is also to cel
ebrate the New Year,” stated Shweta
Shah, President of ICC. Chaired
by the Executive Board of ICC, hard
work and dedication were integral
parts in the organization of the event.
Plans for the show were first
thought of during the summer and
later implemented early in the fall
semester.
An abundant amount of effort,
teamwork, and pride went into the
fashion show in order to make it
brilliant.
Dresses presented on the stage
glimmered as each female member
of ICC walked the runway, showcas
ing unique and elaborate ethnic
gowns.
The male members of ICC dis
played natural poise as they styled
garments from India. Some of the
gowns and suits were brought in by
the members themselves and others
were donated by Edison, an Indian
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Anne Rubins does a dance performance called Bharatnatayam
on Sunday at the Indian Culture Club’s Roshni 2002 event.
clothing store that supported the
fashion show. For example, regional
wedding attire was exhibited from
five different parts of India (Punjabi,
Bengali, Rajasthani, South Indian,
and Gujarati).
To accom pany the fashion,
dance numbers were incorporated
into the program. Members demon

strated amazing dance steps, some
of which were from popular movies.
Performer Anne Rubins danced
the first segment called "A Little Taste
of the South” in honor of the god
Shiva.
Rubins used “ classical Bharatnatyam" (dance style from the
S ee
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New Organization Sings Through First Event
UAASO Initiates Itself in a Night o f Entertaining Prose, Drama, and Song
byes to stop in and enjoy them  the evening, and also doubled as
a performer.
selves.
He had a half poem, half tree■
For the fiist 15 minutes, people
style performance
jjtra g g ie d in one
That captured the
by one
The I
audience's atleri
sheets
ast Wednesday, Nov. 6, the MSU ¡ig n up
66 T he audience was
tion and
their
Svere
em
pty,
a
luA A S O [Unified Asian American
applause.
ENRAPTURED BY THE
Bstudorif Orgarii/at-on) held itsH ir e d re fle ction
The words he
|J)f
the
room
at
the
first event in The Raft
p e r f o r m e r ’ s CRESCEN
spoke
on slage
The event was an Open Mic gime.
flowed
from a
However,
DOS AND DECRESCENDOS
night, and all weie invited to É
place
thal
Hohillas
¡¡¡lowiy but surely
attend.
THAT GAVE HIS PIECES
was
able
to
touch,
UAASO is the first major Asian ■people began 1o
and
it
was
easy
organization on campus, and p ie in. filling the
NOT ONLY DEPTH BUT A
to tell he was very
¡¡loom
with
energy
having the open mic night was a
into what he was
VOICE. 99
gi eat way to kick off their existence. and thoroughly
|
saying.
Ar the en Iranee, a chalkboard was ¡¡M oying the beats |
His body lan
se* up and scrawled upon it was The deeiay ot the
guage
gave
*ho
audience
a ser se of
night was providing.
“UAASO Open Mic Night 9 p m "
wonderment,
connecting
with
them
Jason Hormillas Vice Presidem
Members o f the organization
each
on
a
semi-personal
level.
of
UAASO
was
one
of
the
hos*s
Ur
were encourag'ng random passer

By Toni Trida
StaffWriter

E

H Another notable perfor mer was
Patrick, a very d e c o ra te d p o e t
whose com m anding vo ice and
emotiorias stylo gave way to pieces
tnat seemed to breath life
The audience was enraptured
by the performer's crescendos and
decrescendos that pave his pieces
not only depth but a voLe. O r a
fighter side ot the evening, another
pei former oroviaed a slight comic
relief with nan a rive like pieces.
Free verse filled with bfunt, child-]
like mi isings had the audience in
hysterics A voiv good offset to
the well-written, yet more serious
tones of the prevous pieces Aside
from poetry, other talents filled the
evening such as freestyle, acapetla
singing, and spoken word._______
S ee “UAASO” on p. 8
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J(id. 21-J(ilg 21
O pportunities will soon arrive
b u t d o not be so q u ick to take
w h a t is being offered. You have
the p o w e r to a c c e p t or decline;
utilize it.

O pen up your doors a n d let
yourself out. Have fun a n d take
a d v a n ta g e of the tim e you have
w ith those you love.

H

Virgo
22^ept 21

%

Lighten u p a n d learn to le t
loose! G o out a n d have fun for
a ch a n g e ,

leo
J(il. 22-% 21
Obstacles lie a h e a d th a t m ay
result in the loss o f freindship. Do
n o t let pettiness g o overboard.
h m w CCftrDgj
Scorpios are determined and
forceful, but can also be jealous,
even obsessive. They live pas
sionately and with excitement.

People are putting to o m uch
pressure on yo u e v e n th o u g h
y o u ’ve to ld th e m to stop. Stay
strong; y o u ’ll g e t through this.

ibrajfcpk 22-0ct. 22
Som eone has their eye set on
you, b u t is afraid to let you know.
W hether yo u 're interested or not,
let them know th a t it’s okay to
c o m e up a n d talk to you.

^ Y lo v iy iA lo iA

A nxiety a n d em barrassm ent
are h e a d in g your w a y, b u t d o
n o tw o rry, you ha ve loyal friends
th a t will help you g e t through this
to u g h ordeal.

u s
n d a w

You m a y b e h a v in g tro u b le
o ve rcom in g your present problem , b u t as those doors close,
new ones will open,

~ T h jh / d la j I 4
* Community Hope, 11 a .m .-2 p.m. S C 4 1 7
* Your C areer & the Net, 2 -3 p.m. M O 318

* Class One Concerts, 7 p.m. S C Ratt

* M S A Q&A, 2 -6 p.m. SC411

* N A S O African Night, 8 p.m. S C Dining Room

* Latin Music, 4 -8 p.m. Dl Cohen Lounge

* Picnic; 8 p.m. Memorial Auditorium

'Traditional Resum e Writing, 5:30-7 p.m. M O 334
* Intramural Entry Meeting, 6 p.m. S C Com . Lounge

i

T a - J o^
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O A /c H a u
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* M S A Congregation Prayer, 12:30-2 p.m. PA 206
* Recreation Board Meeting, 2-4 p.m. S C C afe B
* Picnic, 8 p.m. Memorial Auditorium
* Rock the Ratt Latino Style, 8 -1 0 p.m. S C Ratt

* Cultural Soiree, 7 :30 p.m .-12 a.m . S C Dining Room
* Picnic, 8 p.m. Memorial Auditorium

N ew
plans
m ay
bring
ro m a n c e y o u r w a y , b u t y o u r
impulsive decisions m ay ruin your
c h a n c e s o f g e ttin g a n y th in g
done.

Is s o m e o n e g e ttin g on yo u r
last nerve? D on ’t sw eat it. In the
en d y o u ’ll know w h a t’s up.
S
* Mass, 11 a.m . Kops Lounge
* M ass, 6:30 p.m. The New m an Center

. Y ff l& A /J a u

IS

0

* NAA C P C are e r Workshop, 6 -8 p.m. S C Ballrooms
* Players’ Meeting, 6 p.m S C Annex 126
* S.P.E.C .T.R.U.M .S., 8 p.m. S C 4 1 7

—
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* Hillel Sandwich for the Hom eless, 11 a.m .-2 p.m. S C Quad
* L.A.S.O. G eneral Membership, 3:30 p.m. S C C afe C
* W ater W atch Interest Meeting, 4 p.m.

You are o u t to g e t revenge,
b u t be careful, you m ay be targ e ttin g the w rong person.

Your a m b itio n is taking over,
C alm d o w n a n d stop trying to
o ve rdo it.

S C C om m uter Lounge

* Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
The New m an C enter
* M S U “Family Feud,’ 6 p.m. S C Ballrooms

* Te Conozco Bacalao, 4 pm. S C Cafe C

—
* C lass O ne Concerts, 3:30 p.m. S C 117
* S abor Latino Food Festival, 5 -8 p.m. S C C afe A
* Voices’ Acapella Meeting, 6:30 p.m. S C C afe B
* U A A SO Auction Night, 8-11 p.m. S C Ratt

UU(LcHa/<LA^Q^ 2 . 0
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Life in MSU War Zone

Continued from p. 6

Avoiding Death as You Walk to Class
* *

"PLEASE PARDOH
OUR APPEARANCE*
mjuflf ifCRMISUFiB&SESS
1MOKICLAIR
STATE
!UNIVERSITY

&
£ « 9 1

counts
MIKE CAFARO /

www.themontclarion.org
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I

' it, close my eyes
and squish my
face together.
I am now
ready to move
through the gas
eous green and
yellow
vapors
em inating from
the
ground
between
Sci
ence Hall and
the Student Centerl.
My
life
flashes before my
eyes and I envision myself grab
bing my th ro a t
and falling to
the ground chok
ing to death. But
today
I
live
through it, and
here at MSU,
every
day

THE MONTCLARION

A new sign has been posted in two locations on campus,

h e r e tQ

.$

apologizing for the conditions.
Although sometimes I’ll have to jump
B y L acey Sm ith
over a loose brick in front of the
FeatureEditor
Student Center, or dodge a car when
the traffic patterns are changed and
drivers are as confused as experi
very morning I make the journey mental mice in a new labrynth.
of life and death. While students
After class, I have an errand to
at other institutions may have it run and make my way to College
easy going to and from class, MSU
Hall. Mini swamps like that of Webster
enriches its own college experience are avoided with enough ease. But
by bringing in a diverse array of now, a new phenomena greets me
academic, and other types of chal Huge holes in the ground covered
lenges.
by a huge piece of what appears to
As I was saying, every morning be rusted metal.
I go through War Zone 101, or Intro
Now of course in this particular
to Natural Disaster. Leaving my resi area, it can be walked around (unlike
dence hall in the morning, I glance others), but I make it a practice to
at Stone Hall and give thanks to the live life dangerously.
Lord because this year I don’t live
So, I get a rush as I tiptoe across
there. Living in Stone, each day one the grid, expecting at any moment
must face the "Montclair River,” we for it to give w ay and leave me
affectionately dubbed it, the flow of plummeting toward Hades below,
sewage-looking liquid running down my voice echoing as I fall farther and
the street.
farther and farther... Maybe I should
Then, I pass Webster Hall. For actually have my tuition raised for
some reason, instead of green grass this small exhilaration in my day.
in front of the building, there is a mud
After the errands, my stomach
swamp.
starts to growl and I consider going
It isn’t a nice swamp however, to Freeman Dining Hall to grab
with singing frogs and cattails, but a some lunch before my next class.
rather dreary one. I almost expect
Approaching the boarderline
my foot to be sucked in if I step on it, of bushes, I spot the enemy: ten
or that little monster from Candyland men in bright yellow, a small swamp,
to pop out and drag me back to the a huge hole in the ground, heavy
beginning of the board.
machinery, and lots of yellow tape.
My first real danger surfaces just
I retreat back to the steps of Col
past this. I prepare myself: hold my lege Hall. While some risks are worth
bag close to my chest, take one taking, even veteran MSU students
last deep breath of air and then hold have to draw the line somewhere.

E

UAASO
Continued from p. 6
The two singers of the night were experience that all who attended
Cara D’Angelis and Jesus Rodriguez. could remember.
Hortillas said, “ I was very surprised
Both sang their pieces acapella.
at
the
turnout. This is the first major
Cara sang an original piece that she
Asian
organization
on campus and
had written.
It had both depth and angle the fa ct that people cam e out to
that an artist can only truly have with support us was amazing." And, as far
a piece of their own, and she per as what UAASO is looking to achieve,
formed it beautifully. Jesus Rodriguez “ ...Awareness of who we all are and
sang a Sara McClaughlan song. His that we all have a voice. Also that
voice was nervous, but he sang the there is now a bigger Asian influence
around," said Hortillas.
song very well.
So, UAASOs first event was amaz
The audience was as brilliant as
the performer's themselves. For a ing to attend. As with most opennew organization, the first event mic nights, the audience was recep
w ent marvelously well. It was a tive and it was a great platform for
welcoming atmosphere and truly an people to take advantage of.

JOHN SPÀRACI0 / THE MONTCLARION

Sweety Patel, Namisha Patel, Bindu Patel, and Disha Harjani
pose on the stage during the Saree segment o f the evening.
Southern state called Tamil Nadu),
and astonished the audience with
her talent.
Member Disha Harjani sang her
rendition of Bryan A dam s’ song
"Heaven.”
relatively safe.
Angela Hua accompanied
Har
jani in playing the ballad on a grand
piano near the stage.
The song was the perfect segue
into the final segment of the show.
"A Night to Remember” presented
elegant eveningwear for women
and stylish suits for men.
Everything came together at the
end.
In a tte n d a nce was Associate
Dean of Students, James Harris.

He stated, "This was a g reat
event. What it really represented
is the growing diversity in MSU. The
dances were beautiful. To see so
many parents and family members
here means that they are supportive
of the students. I hope in the future
that more people come because
it is a great statement about how
proud we are of our Indian and Asian
population culture in Montclair. I
am looking forward to much more
of this also."
The fashion show was magnifi
cent, the clothes were stunning, and
the dances were high quality.
Roshni 2002 was considered a
success by those present.

Feature
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Cleanup
Continued from p. 6
go around.
The cleanup event
looked more like fun to
the people p a rticip a t
asms*
ing than a chore. Help
ing each other gave a
chance for socialization
with new people.
Drinks and snacks
w ere o ffered if you
needed a break, and
cameras were floating
around to catch a mem
orable time.
Many thanks go out
to the Golden Key, New
Jersey Community Water
Watch, the grounds
department, and every
one who volunteered.
M A N -H O N K AM/THEM O NTC LA R ION
They helped to improve the con
dition of our campus, and, hope involved in continuing it through
fully, have motivated others to get future events.
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Becoming Optimistic
S JrT
i r i

Taking the Half-Full Approach lo Life
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ptimism is the ability to feel
good about yourself and the
w orld by thinking positive
thoughts. It helps to solve problems
in school and work, and improve
physical and psychological health.
People with this trait live longer
and cope with stress and trauma
better than pessimists.
Studies have shown that optimists
even do better when faced with ter
minal conditions like HIV and breast
cancer. Pessimism, on the other
hand, is connected with depression,
being passive and
alone, failure, and m t u f l i p t
mortality.
Optimism is a
part of human
nature. Part of the
reason humans
have survived is
because of opti
mism.
If our ances
tors were pessi
mists and did not
care about the
future, we might
have
perished san ie n
■ —
■
long ago.
It was their M
expectations
about a brighter
future, which allowed them to under
stand, plan and pass resources to
next generations.
If optimism is a part of our sur
vival, how do we becom e pessi
mists? Martin Seligman, a leading
researcher of optimism, believes
that optimism or pessimism depends
upon how we explain to ourselves
why events happen.
This is a habit learned in child
hood and adolescence.
For
instance, if you receive a bad grade
in one of your classes and you tell
yourself, “ It's my fault, I'm stupid and
I’ll get the same grades in future.
Whatever I do, I’m not good enough,
and am a failure everywhere,” it’s
likely that you are a pessimistic person
or at least have tendencies toward

O

.. ^ 1 1
I

treatments is «liso one of the
| smallest. Uterine Fibroid
Embolization (UFE) is giving
women an important, minimally
invasive treatment option to
hysterectomy and other invasive
surgeries.

With less risk and less

pain. UFE Is performed by
doctors who specialize in
targeted, image-guided

m

treatments. By blocking the blood
flow to the fibroids and causing
them to shrink, the procedure
is approximately 90% successful

at alleviating the heavy bleeding
and painful periods often
associated with them. To learn
moie, consult your physician or
visit vjww.uterinefibroids.org.

r tm

that.
On the other hand, if you get a
bad grade and tell yourself, “I’m not
stupid, Ijust didn’t study hard enough
because I had so many other things
to do. I don't always get bad grades.
I got a bad grade only in this subject
but I usually do well in other subjects,"
you may tend towards optimism.
Being pessimistic all the time can
lead to feelings of helplessness. And,
if you’re under stress, that helplessness
could lead to depression.
An im portant question is, can
you ch a ng e your pessimism into
optimism?
If you think that you have a pes
simistic style, Seligman offers some
tips, which can help you to turn it into
a more optimistic
style.
1. Learn to recog
nize your thoughts
at times when you
feel
the worst.
it
Figure out how
you explain bad
events.
t
2. If your expla
nations are pes
it simistic,
look for
evidence
th a t is
¡ti
more positive.
3.
Use
more
positive explana
tions to co u nte r
your
pessimist
thoughts.
4. Learn how to distract yourself from
depressing thoughts.
5. Learn to recognize and question
assumptions like:
I It is almost impossible'to find love.
* Unless everything I do,is perfect, I
dm a failure.
* Unless everybody likes me, I am
a failure.
* There is a perfect solution for every
problem and I must find it.
You can read more about this topic in
Setigman’s book "Learned Optimism”
(1992). Or speak with friends or a
counselor about your style and how
to use optimistic thoughts to feel
happier and learn to be more suc
cessful.

a r t s
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A Romantic Picnic in the Park for all of MSU
M adge have fallen in love at first
sight.
Another actor who will catch your
StaffWriter
eye is Elizabeth Bertchtold, who plays
Rosemary Sydney. Elizabeth gives a
Picnic
lively depiction of a schoolteacher,
coming off as sassy yet stern.
Jim Ligón
During one of her scenes with Hal,
she shows her love of the stage and
Memorial Auditorium
helps keep the audience completely
interested in her character. Bertchtold has come a long way since her
icnic, which won the Pulitzer performance last year in Angels in
Prize in 1953, takes place on America.
Colleen Finnegan, who plays
Labor Day Weekend in the joint
ba ck yards of tw o m iddle-aged the younger sister Millie, handles the
widows. A drifter by the name of play’s breezy com edy admirably,
Hal Carter comes along whose pres but her character does seem to lose
ence upsets the female atmosphere steam towards the end of the show.
Stephanie Colombino, who plays
and proves a temptation for one of
the sisters' mother, is also another
the widow’s two daughters.
The older girl, Madge, bored with actress to watch out for.
Stephanie really seems to have
her life as a beauty queen, sacrifices
marriage for the excitem ent Hal a handle of how her character
feels and never lets
promises.
The
younger
66 D irector J im L igon down from the time
the lights go up to
sjster, Millie, always
DOES AN EXCELLENT
when she takes her
in
her
sister's
final bow.
shadow, is flattered
JOB OF CAPTURING P l C Brian Parks and
by the stranger's
Tara
Henderson
brief attention.
NIC’S ERA, A TIME WHEN
also give fine per
Director Jim
BEING YOUNG WAS AN
formances in their
Ligon
does
an
supporting roles.
excellent jo b of
ADVENTURE. 99
They light up the
capturing Picnic's
stage with their
era,-a tim e when
witty
one-liners and
being young was
sharp expressions.
an adventure. The show's dedi
Dave Arsenault shines in one of
cation to character development
shines through the gctors, who do his first major roles on the MSU stage.
a phenomenal job of playing parts He really pulls off the image of that
that are obviously out of their age young college boy who everyone
range. The scenic design by Nick admires and wants to be, or be
Triccoli perfectly sets the nostalgic with.
Although shaky at times, each
mood of the show.
Dan Johnson, w ho plays Hal actor/actress is able to hold their
Carter, has the edge needed for this own and bring life to their characters;
giving way to the characters’ feelings
type of character.
The chemistry between him and of change throughout the show.
The show is dramatic and heart
Angela Wyman (Madge) is appar
ent from the beginning. The lighting warming, the perfect ending to a fine
by Jill Witte and choreography by semester of theatre at MSU. Picnic is
Aymara DeArmas helps to further a definite walk in the park.
cem ent the feeling that Hal and
By Joe Foster

P
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m
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COURTESY OF MSU PUBLIC INFORMATION

MSU actors Dan Johnson and Angela Wyman steal the stage with their
portrayals o f Hal Carter, a dashing drifter, and Madge, the bored beauty
queen, in William Inge’s Pulitzer Prize winning play Picnic.

8 Mile Tells the Tale of a Little White Rabbit
name of Rabbit, a name his friends
explain to be because he “ likes to f***
a lot,” while Stephanie (Kim Basinger),
his a lco h o l and bingo a d d ic te d
m other contends th a t childhood
characteristics such as large ears
and buck-teeth are the actual cause
of the name.
The story begins in a local club
called "The Shelter" during the hiphop explosion in Detroit 1995, a city
where almost everyone that resides
there has spouted, "I’m getting the
hell out of here."
Many don't have the means, or
the
desire to do something about
n a film loosely resembling the life
of a man who gives radio sensors their living condition, such q? Rab
a sore finger in their attem pt to bit’s crew, which includes loyal
disguise the obvious curse word, friend Future (Mekhi Phifer), idealistic
Marshall "Eminem” Mathers plays dreamer Sol (Omar Benson Miller),
Jimmy Smith, Jr. in his exceptional and the harmless yet unstable Ched
film deb> ! in Universal Pictures’ 8 dar Bob (Evans Jones).
Although supportive of Rabbit’s
Mile.
■Jimmy totes the surprising nick dreams of hip-hop success, all of his

By Lillian M. Aleman
NewsEditor

I

friends are, in
a subconscious
way, com fort
able in . their
e n v iro n m e n t
but yearn for
a way out of
the harsh living
conditions and
abandoned
graffiti
splat
tered houses
where
the
young
have
been
raped
and left to die.
This is why
W W W .IM D B .C O M
they live their
lives through Rabbit (Eminem) has a moment o f doubt while listening
the talented lyr to his lover Alex (Brittany Murphy) talk o t her future.
icist's dreams.
The
crew’s
only comfort is in their nightly activi above all, after-hour battling where
ties of alcohol, blunts, booty and
S ee “ 8 MILE" on P.13
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Sigur Rós’Titleless Album,
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(), Speaks for Itself

that has always been.
Sigur Ros is also consciously aware
StaffWriter
of their audience and, knowing this,
take their tim e developing each
theme.
In the beginning, the pace is slow,
like that of relaxed breathing, but it
never becomes self-indulgent.
Théir songs aren’t 12 minutes for
the sake of being 12 minutes.
The music is always moving for
ward and outward and, by the con
clusion, a definite resolution happens
W WW.SIGURROS.COM
within the music.
W WW .ALLMUSIC.COM
When chords are resolved some
t first glance, Sigur Ros’ new thing within the' listener is resolved A t left: The cover o f Sigur Ros’ newest album (). Right: The pretentious,
album could easily win, hands as well. On the last track, the work yet genius, Icelandic epic-songwriting musicians of Sigur Ros.
down, “The Most Pretentious ing title being "Pop Song," a single
Album of the Year” award. First of repetitive bass line over a cry of
In one sense, Sigur Ros writes surprising if Sigur Ros were next in line
all, the album ’s title is represented something along the lines of "Don’t
only by a pair of empty parenthesis you run!" climaxes under the weight songs that are capable of produc to score films.
In 2001, two of their songs were fea
of pounding tom-toms and sonic ing such powerful visuals, more so
(wait, it gets worse).
than any film adaptation of their tured in an Icelandic film entitled Englar
The eight epic-long songs that feedback shrieks.
Alheimsins (Angels'of the Universe)
If there is ever a moment on ( ) music could produce.
make up ( J are all untitled (although
Nevertheless, they seem to and, that same year, with unremark
each song has a “working title” in when the listener is utterly speechless,
be destined for the big screen. able results, two others were featured
order for band members to tell them this is the moment.
Jon
Thor
Birgisson's
boyish
fa
l
Last year’s beautifully filmed and in Cameron Crowe’s Vanilla Sky.
apart) and no information appears
But hopefully having learned their
setto, along with his equally controversial video for
anywhere on the
lesson
that their music doesn't neces
“
Vidrar
Vel
Til
Loftarosa,”
which
fondness
for
whole
CD or in the
66 ...S igur R o s ’ ( )
notes, gives the songs means “ Good Weather for an Air sarily sitwell when it’s used as the back
sleeve: no album
IS ONE OF THE FINEST
a hymn-like quality Strike,” only hinted at Sigur Ros’ drop to Tom Cruise’s pearly whites,
credits, no thank
yous, no nothing.
RELEASES OF 2002. It that blends neatly capacity to stir up so many emo the next film that features the music
into the slow-motion tions into their video's characters. of Sigur Ros, if they ever decide to,
Only
the
With the growing trend of will use the music as the focal point of
IS
A
GORGEOUS
ALBUM
orchestration c o n 
band's website
sisting of bowed gui film directors asking bands they every scene, capturing the epiphanies
is written on the
OF EPIPHANIES PUT TO
tars, brushed percus admire to write scores or contrib that Sigur Ros compose so exquisitely
sleeve,
Sigursion, timpani sound ute an album's worth of material i nf ) , l
R6s.com, and it is
ing tom-toms, cellos, for their indie films, it would not be
there where the
guitar feedback, and
“ working titles"
bell-like pianos.
can be found.
His
simple,
repetitious
melodies
Not only that, the lyrics to the
songs
m usic . It w ill leave
on ( ) are entirely made up of non can, at times, be mistaken fora guitar
___ __________ _______________________
_
or a violin
sense words, a language the
YOUband
SPEECHLESS.
99and it's during this whole
role confusion of instruments where
calls "Hopelandish."
Who do these guys think they are the music really takes-on a shape
anyway? Post-modern artsy snobs? of its own.
On track four, the working title
Radiohead? It's as if Sigur Ros wants
listeners to concentrate solely on the "Njosnavelin,” the repeated melody
music alone. Who's ever heard of of “ Yu-sigh-a-low-no-phi-lo,” a soft
mallet-struck pulse and touches of
such a thing?
TCP I O CF THE U J e EK
With that said, Sigur Ros' () is one music box ornamentation combine
to form a sound of delicacy and
of the finest releases of 2002.
It is a gorgeous album of epipha somberness no words can rightfully
nies put to music. It will leave you express.
speechless.
The album is sepa
T IPO <3>0ckS üÇ L if - L o f
ra te d into tw o suites,
to fle tk e r tk.rouJ,n “Skills”
ea ch co n ta in in g four
2 . Û(jU- R a songs.
on a n o tke r cJo-ssiC-!
lynicai M
oruten
Every song and vari
ation within the suites
3. EéDa Cerne share similar themes
Cpeakin
and bleed into each
4. Knuwbhnakcbaother with a strange
ease.
If songs are
düncnediblle
rooms, it can be said
5. Lady ojjPagethat each song on ( j
Un^ucwiiabie
is the same room seen
at different angles with
4. Zioix-d} corners becoming more
CkeebaClneeba(Tex. M
ixO
horrifyingly tangible and
realized by the album's
■7. M oa Dejj- finale.
LUonhin cJptOit
Sigur Ros writes slow
S. NaA building, introspective
songs that are both
Madey.ouLook
nostalgic and spiritual
y. QmukPeddieu without ever sounding'
BankBurnt fRemiE)
overly sentimental or
new agey.
1C. 7L+ E a okenicThere's a kind of air
LUakckMe
lessness, a purity to their
music that makes it
WWW.SIGURROS.COM
seem as if it was never
actually written but dis The four m em bers o f S igur Ros, g u itarist/
D J “ U s lze ”
vocalist Jon Thor Birgisson, bassist Georg Holm,
covered.
HO .3 UJMQC
It's as if we are hear drummer Orri Pall Dyrasson, and keyboardist
ing found music, music Kjartan Sveinsson.
By Ryan Doyle
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He-Man Returns to Master the New Universe
The Sorceress
"Samurai Jack," "Power Puff
wonderfully
Girls” ) with almost no attention is
to detail, “ He-Man and the Mas done; she now
StaffWriter
ters of the Universe" is drawn sports an Egyp
tian, C leopatrasuperbly.
The scenery flows mellifluously type look, head
He-Man and the Masters...
from frame to frame. The shadow dress and all. And
ing and highlighting are marvel Skeleton one of
Mike Young Productions
ous, and consistency in the color the best cartoon
Cartoon Network
villains ever (aside
scheme is artful.
The characters themselves are from
The
given a neo-medieval appear Shredder), now
ance, reminiscent of the original has a ripped
show; meaning just the right frame and vamo children of the ‘80s, "He-Man” amount of swords and battle-axes pire-like
fangs,
was the end all and be all of mixed with plenty of jet fighters plus
a
more
WWW.CARTOONNETWORK.COM
super heroes. No other could and laser guns.
-demonic
ram’s
The new adaptation o f “He-Man and the Masters o f the
compare with his might and courage.
The characters most notable head staff.
Universe”
series has children o f the 80’s reminiscing.
Plus the show was violent as hell. are Man-at-Arms, Lock-Jaw,
If this sounds
I remember back in
Buzz Off, The w ay too enthusi
kindergarten watch- f
Sorceress, and astically detailed,
66 T he scenery flows of course the it’sjust that fans of the original show will overdone. The same actor who was
ing the show with my
mother. So when she
all time He-Man really appreciate the new look of the the voice of Leonardo on “The Teen
MELLIFLUOUSLY FROM
called me up one
favorite. Skele show, as it combines the necessary age Mutant Ninja Turtles” does Prince
day out of the blue
ton The Man- elements of the original with a sharper Adam/He-Man’s voice. He sounds
FRAME TO FRAME. THE
almost pre-pubescent, not exactly
and told me there
At-Arms char edged modern style.
SHADOWING AND HIGH
was a new "Masters
Old-school fans will also have a lot what you’d expect from the main
acter takes full
of the Universe" series
a d v a n ta g e o f of fun ID-ing old characters as they hero.
LIGHTING ARE MARVEL
on the Cartoon Net
Skeletor’svoice is even more odd;
his
unique appear, such as Orko, Tila, Evil-lyn,
OUS, AND...THE COLOR armor scheme Cringer, Stratos, Ram Man, Beast Man, it comes off nasal and whiny. Cringer,
work, I had to check
¡tout.
He-Man’s Salvador Dali version tiger,
(old school fans Mer Man, and many others.
SCHEME IS ARTFUL. 99
Well, the first thing I
For people who saw the show back doesn’t even speak anymore.
will remember),
It used to be amusing to hear
that all true old-school
as
it
forms in the Reagan era, half the fun will be
"He-Man" fans will notice is that the around his body suddenly when picking out who’s who.
him cower some defeatist diatribe,
animation of the show is leaps and battle arises.
Unfortunately, if the new series falls and then when he transformed into
bounds ahead of where it was in the
Lock-Jaw, famous for his short on one major front, it is this: the Battle Cat, roar like a lion. Skeletor
‘80’s.
cannon for a right arm, now has a characters' lines can be down right himself says it best, "I do believe I’m
going to gag.”
This really should be expected, varied array of different weapons annoying.
One other thing traditional fans
given the new technology used in he turns his gun/lim b into. Buzz
Maybe it was the same way when
modern animation, but considering Off, a humanoid wasp, now looks we were kids, ast wasn't as noticeable, might not mind or notice, but it seems
the other shows on the Cartoon Net damn vicious instead of the overly but the dialogue is cheesy, and at to be lacking as far as the morals of
work th a t are drawn rather over- cartoonlike manner in which he times sappy.
S ee "HE-MAN"on p . 1 3
simplistically ("Dexter’s Laboratory,” was drawn long ago.
The very voices themselves seem
By Jerome D'Angelo

T

A r t s C a le n d a r
C o n c e rt Cr T h e a te r C a le n d a r
Kevin Zubek

Joe Cocker
Rhett Miller

Bowery Ballroom

The World

Irving Plaza

Blue Note

Irving Plaza

Bottom Line

Jewel
Bottom Line

Superdrag

D.J. Hell

M a d Violet

Hiromi

Village Underground

Sevendust

Flickerstick

Bowery Ballroom

Irving Plaza

Paul Brady

Cowboy Mouth

Bowery Ballroom

Ozomatll

The Samples

Knitting Factory

Beacon Theatre

Knitting Factory

A lb u m Releases

M o v ie Releases
Harry Potter a n d the C h a m b e r of S ecrets- dir:
Chris C o lu m b u s
Daniel Radliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson
Half Past D e a d - dir: D on M ic h d e l Paul
M ichael M cG rad y, Steven Seagal, Bruce Weitz

Pop - Jennifer Lopez: This is M e Then
Rock - Minus the Bear: Highly R efined Pirates
Pop-Rock —No Doubt: R ock S te a d y
Rock —The Smashing Pumpkins: E arphoria (reis
sue)
Rap —Ja Rule: Last Tem ptation

Tigerlily only lists events for th a t w eek (from the Thursday w e co m e out to the following W ednesday). For your event to g e t
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
Be sure to include the nam e of the event (w ho’s perform ing) where it's being held, and the e xa ct d a te it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:

m ontarts@ yahoo.com
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8 Mile
Continued from p.10

Books
^entering the world of children’s literature.
Seinfeld, John Lithgow, Jamie Lee Curtis,
Julie! Andrews, Marlee Matlin and Spike Lee are all joining the
book b ^ M fc g o n . A celebrity pairs up with a publisher, does
intemexlBpttends book signings, and gets to be on the cover
of a b o o * Since most children aren't as impressed by movie star
faces as adults are, it seems that mostly adults are the buyers of
the kid's books. But it is the children who keep up a following for
children’s books and the future of an author.
Music
Ex-Police drummer, Stewart C o p e la n d jflH b f) that the band
will reunite briefly for one show in New^PPBBlTyear. This will be
the first time that all three members of TheWlice will be playing
together again in nearly 20 years. They are going to perform
three songs at a ceremony in March that will induct them into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. The Police have also been invited
to perform at a concert organized by Nelson Mandela, but
Sting has yet to agree.
T.V.
Sharonjisbourne, wife of rocker Ozzy Osbourne and star of the
hit realihjH tes "The Osbournes,” has made a deal to host a talk
TeleP'ctures Productions and has planned
o rn B B B B B B H E u e show, to debut in the fall of 2003.

ip

" m . --------------------- m

Com piled by Cr&tin Curry from cnn.com

T hursdau, N ovem ber 1 4
C la u d e M o n e t 1840
V eronica Lake 1919
Prince Charles 1948

r r i d au , N ovem ber 15
G e o rg ia O ’Keefe 1887
Beverly D 'A n g e lo 1953
G erry C onnolly 1956

*

M artin Scorsese 1942
Lauren Hutton 1943
Daisy Fuentes 1966

M ickey M ouse 1928
Kevin N ealon 1953
Elizabeth Perkins 1960

T u esd ay, N ovem ber 1 9
M e g Ryan 1961
Jodie Foster 1962

W e J n es d a y , N ovem ber 2 0
S u n d a y , N o vend) er 17
Rock Hudson 1925
G o rd o n Lightfoo t 1938

I

He-Man
Continued from p.12

M o n d a y , N ovem ber 1 8

S a tu r d a y , N o v e m b e r 1 6
Lisa Bonet 1967
O ksana Baiul 1977

amateur lyricists make their way either
on stage or in the streets, provoking
anger and fear onto their challenger
in a contest of random yet carefully
constructed rhymed insults.
In an atmosphere where the
majority of the urban population are
black, Rabbit is an inevitably easy
target for on and off-stage Vanilla
Ice and .“ Leave it to Beaver" jabs.
Although initially surprised to wit
ness the world re:knowned bad boy
shun away from his competition with
his tale between his legs, the story is
understandably generic in its tale of
the underdog.
Besides being an easy target on
stage, Rabbit’s home life, due to a
breakup with his girlfriend, forces him
to live once again in a trailer home
with his mother and her unemployed
and much younger boyfriend Wink
(Eugene Byrd).
Because of the constant humor
W W W .IM D B.CO M
ous jabs a t Rabbit’s ch a racter by
Wink, the relationship between he Kim Basinger plays Stephanie,
and Stephanie ends causing Rabbit Rabbit’s alcoholic, and gambling
to not only be a scapegoat on the addicted mother in 8 Mile.
streets, but in his own home.
Rabbit’s only happiness and com have strived to achieve a status not
fort is seen in his loving interactions necessarily expected, some sub-plots
with his younger
which include the
sister Lily, whom
reason for Rabbit's
66 D espite m ino r
he protects during
breakup with his first
QUESTIONS, THE STORY girlfriend and the
his m other’s a lc o 
hol-induced drama
outcome of both
PLAYS OUT IN A PACE
over her failed rela
Stephanie and Lily
tionship .
THAT IS COMFORTABLE are sparsely m en
Though pursuing
tioned
leaving
ENOUGH TO UNDERSTAND
his dream at night,
watchers question
like
a
vampire
ing the reality of the
THE PLOT. 99
searching for prey,
tale.
Rabbit works during
Despite
minor
the daytime at a
questions, the story
local plant where he meets sex vixen plays out in a pace that is comfort
Alex (Brittany Murphy) and develops a able enough to understand the plot.
short, but life-changing relationship.
At the same time it gives both original
Murphy’s character is destined for and newly introduced Eminem fans
escape from the harsh world in which their daily dose of hard-punching,
she lives in and .will do absolutely blood inducing jabs without the use
anything in her power to achieve of weapons, which so many movies
that. In spite of the fact that the story adhere to, but rather with the use of
is aimed to touch many people who well-constructed words.

Richard Dawson 1932
Bo Derek 1956
Sean Young 1959

Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? W hat else says
“ Happy Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your
friend’s nam e in the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday
kid’s full nam e and year of birth at least a week before the d a te and let
them know you really care... even though you m ay be really poor.

the stories go, are the themes. Old
Still, if you’ve been around
“ He-Man” episodes were, dare I say, long enough to know the old ver
revolutionary in their
sion, you will sense
usage of themes.
something missing.
66 C ertainly , w hen
He-Man
often
That’s probably an
inserted little bits and
COMPARED WITH OTHER unfair assessment,
pieces a b o u t how
but that’s the way
wom en could be
‘ rem a kes ’ OF OLD CAR it is.
heroes too, not just
Certainly, when
TOONS... ‘M asters of
men, that the good
compared
with
guys don’t always
the U niver se ’ is defi
other "remakes"
look attractive or
of old cartoons
nitely
friendly, and to not
like “ X-Men” and
judge by appear
“G.l Joe" that were
ENTERTAINING. 99
ances.
utter failures, “Mas
“ Masters of the
ter's of the Uni
Universe" tries none of that, relying verse" is d e finite ly e n te rta in in g.
solely on the on-going battle between
It’s loaded with nostalgia, but
good and evil for control of the magi with enough originality to keep us
cal land of Efernia. No women's lib smiling.
in the new version, I guess.
Now if only I could see Shredder
In short, "He-Man and the Master’s kick Donatello in the groin again...
of the Universe” is a decent show,
sure to please new jacks and old
schoolers alike.
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A Matter of Safety

The Voice of Montclair State University
Do you agree with the way in which
Erica Manen was dismissed?
“I think it was disgusting. The “If she wasn’t doing a good
S G A is not ‘one vo ice ,’ as job, then what else was Chris
Chris Fitzpatrick said, but a Fitzpatrick supposed to do?
M egan Lewin, Classics, fourth
democracy. Plus, I feel that
year
because she was a woman, she
wasn't treated with the same
respect as a man would have
been."
Courtney Castriotta, Dance,
first year

Personally, not being Greek and
having a very strong opinion on
being anti-Greek, I could care
less and I think it shouldn’t have
been such a big issue.

Do you feel
safe in the
Residence
Halls?

M a tt Isler, Business, th ird
year

C all 9 7 3 -6 5 5 -5 2 4 1 or email
MontOpinion®yahoo.com
to respond.

www.themontclarion.org
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Viewpoint

Letter to Muslim Clergy
Why Don’t More Muslims Speak Out Against Terrorism?
There’s a question th a t’s been forward to denounce the activities war against Islam.
most often asked regarding the of the terrorists and suicide bombers,
Mr. Bin Laden and those w ho
war on terrorism and the nature of the Islamic world will face an aroused follow his vision of Islam are greatly
Islam. It’s a question that can only American country demanding noth deceived concerning the politics
be answered by Islamic
ing less than the expulsion of this country. They are also per
clergy and one which has
of all those of Middle East versions of what Mohammed envi
not yet been satisfactorily
ern ethnicity and the clos sioned his religion to be. Mohammed
answered by any of the
ing of our borders to immi preached of peace and prosperity,
many Islamic groups in
gration from the Middle he embraced Christians and Jews
this country and which
Eastern countries and all as “ People of The Book.”
has been virtually ignored
other countries where
It was only until his successors
by Islamic clergy in the
Islam is the predominant fought over power did much of the
Middle East.That question
religion.
zealous Muslims come into play.
is simply, "why have the
President Bush and our
The fa c t of the m atter is th a t
Islamic clergy not come
political leaders left and America possesses enough military
Michael A.
forward to denounce
right have been bending might to annihilate every country
the use of terrorism and
VALENZANO over backwards in an in the world given the political will
suicide in the nam e of
effort to deny that the to do so. .
Islam?”'
current w ar against ter
My fear is that that will is festering
I have a Koran that I
rorism is
just beneath the
use for reference, and
a
war
surface and every
66 I f the A merican
have thoroughly researched it for against Islam. At
day rising closer to
any scriptural justification for the the m om ent, it
the forefront of the
PEOPLE DECIDE THAT
activities of Muslim terrorists and is not; but unless
political scene.
suicide bombers.
there is some sort
If the American
I could not find anything th a t of contrition on
people
decide
could satisfactorily justify either terror the part of Islamic
that Islam itself
ism or suicide in the name of Islam.
nations, our war
is the cause of
I’ve also read a lot in an effort to on terrorism will
the war on terror,
understand the differences between become a war on
there will be hell to
Sunnis, Shiites and Wahabis. I real Islam, and th a t
pay in the Islamic
ized that some of those differences would be a great
world.
are similar to our various protestant shame. .
I do so pray
congregations and gather that
Islam itself is the
The main prob
that
it
never
there is a certain amount of hostility lem is that Bin Laden and the various comes to that, for the world cannot
THE WAR ON
between the various forms of Islam clerics who support him haveCAUSE
made OFafford
another set of crusades.
as shown by the war between Iran it clear that, from their point TERROR,
of view, THERE WILL BE
and Iraq back in the early 90's.
they are engaged in a religious war
HELL TO PAY IN THE
However, none of what I’ve read for the supremacy of Islam. Unless
accounts for the violence w e've that view is strongly denounced
by M
ic h ae.l 99
A. Valenzano, a history
Islamic
world
seen in the last year or so.
Muslim clerics, they will ultimately major, is in his first year as a colum
Unless the Islamic clergy comes have what they apparently want: a nist /or The Montclarion.
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Now Is the Time to Rise Up
MSU Students Need to Become More Politically Active
Let's face it, when you talk to
most high school and college stu
dents, they are all quick to character
ize MSU as a “party" school.
Walking around campus, one can
find more flyers for local clubs and
bars than for rallies and demonstra
tions.
Maybe four years ago, as a
college freshman only
worried about passing
my classes and going to
shows, it really w ouldn’t
have bothered me.
But now, a senior with
an understanding of the
social/political/economic
system that we live under,
I c a n ’t help but get
annoyed a t the level of
apathy on this campus.
We are about to send
thousands of young kids
like you and I to a country
to fig h t o ther kids with
the same interests as us, because
our government told us it is “right."
The problem is, there aren't many
The M ontclarion M ailbag Policy

students on this campus who seem ever.
to care.
On Halloween, over 50 of us,
I don't know which is scarier: the com prised o f fa cu lty, staff, and
idea th a t there are going to be students, gathered in the Student
a lot of young adults dead and cities Center Quad to state our opposi
demolished so the
tion to this "War
m ajor oil c o m p a 
for Oil.”
66 S tudents , if
nies can maximize
Although the
their profits, or the
turnout
was
ANYONE, SHOULD BE AT
fact that
bigger
than
p e o p le
THE FOREFRONT IN
some expected,
are
so
there is still a lot
FIGHTING THIS IMPERI
c o n d iof work to be
tio n e d
done.
ALIST WAR. U nfor
by
the
We have a
tunately, MANY ARE
media
responsibility as
and edu
students to keep
SILENT.99
cational
the tradition of
system
student activism
that they
alive.
are willing to go along with
Whether it is opposing this war,
it and die for the interests tuition hikes, privatized parking,
of a small ruling elite.
racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, or
Students, if anyone, hom ophobia on campus, we as
should be at the forefront students need to organize and take
in fighting this imperialist war. Unfor control of this campus.
tunately, many are silent.
The common response from stu
There is a sign of promise, how- dents is that they are concerned but

1

Montclarion
Mailbag

Fallacious
Speech
It was sad to see The Montclarion
print a fallacious and hatred filled
opinion piece on George W. Bush
("The Neverending War," October
24). Everyone deserves to have
his/her own opinion heard, but when
it is w ithout merit or malicious, it
should not be printed.
The writer of the article said it was
“great to see so many people from
all over the world come together
to express their hatred for [George
W. Bush]." What is so great about
having people hate a man who
liberated millions of Afghanis from
the rule of the Taliban? The same
regime that did not allow women to
go to school; the same regime that
harbored Osama Bin Laden?
And who "hates" George W.
Bush?
The Iraqis who recently elected a
president that killed 5,000 Kurds?
Or is it Hollywood, who constantly
protests every cause with a Republi
can behind it?
Mr. Moussab feels that Bush has
w a g e d "w ar on terror” because
“ [Bush] represents a certain class
interest.”
A recent poll conducted by NBC
and the Wall Street Journal found
that 60% of Americans support a war
on Iraq.
Polls after September 11 showed,
overwhelmingly, the American sup
port of war against Al-Qaida. Cer
tainly Bush represents more than a
certain class interest.
Mr. Moussab stated that Bush has
waged “relentless wars.” Which wars
were those?
Everyone has a right to his/her
own opinion, but to have the opin
ion printed, it should at least have
credence.
Oleg Nekritin
History

don't have the time, or they don't
know where to go.
There are a number of organiza
tions on campus that you can get
in touch with.
Most of the knowledge that you
will receive will not necessarily come
from your classes, but from your
experiences outside the classroom.
Whether it is going to meetings
once a week, getting on mailing
lists, or going to demonstrations,
the important thing is that you get
involved.
Al Moussab, a history major, is in
his first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

• A ll Tetters must b e typ e d o f v ia e-mail. • Letters exceeding 5 0 0 w o rds w ill not be considered fo r publication. • O n c e received, letters are p ro p e rty o f The M o n tc la rio n and may be
ed ite d fo r length, content and libel. • Letters w ill not be p rin te d unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and phone number or e-mail address. • O n ly one
letter b y an author w ill b e printed each month. • Submission deadline: M o n d a y . 1 2 0 0 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to M ontO pinion@ yahoo.com o r sent to The
M o n tc la rio n - Attn: O p in io n Page Editor, M o n tc la ir State University, 113 Student C e n te r Annex, Upper M o n tcla ir, NJ 0 7 0 4 3 .
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child care w a n te d I
CHILD CARE needed p/t 3 days/wk,
Tues - Fri. 11:30 AM - 5:30 PM.
Start date, hours, times negotiable.
2 young children. Upper Montclair.
Need references, valid license & own
vehicle. (9281563-5523
________
Montclair family seeks babysitter for
two young children. Approx. 1 0 - 1 5
hours a week (flexible). Must drive
and truly enjoy children. Educa
tional experience a plus, but not
required. Please call Gabrielle at
(973)509-3331 if interested.________
Childcare needed for after school
pick-up in Montclair on Tuesdays
& W ednesdays, 2 :4 5 - 6 :00 PM.
Experienced with outstanding refer
ences & excellent driving record in
nonsmoking environment. Education
majors preferred. Call (973)744-0909
and ask for Mark at extension 16.
Childcare (P /T) needed in Wayne
home for 11 y.o. child. Weekdays
from 3 - 6:30 PM. Must have car.
Call (973)628-7057 after 7 PM. $10
- $12/hr.
________________
Part time babysitter wanted! Flexible
day hours. Short driver from Mont
clair State. Experience necessary.
Please call Mary at (973)338-6316
or (973)857-0343 _______________

fo r rent
Fabulous house to share, 2 Brs, Priv.
bath, Lvg Rm, $ 87 5 inc. utilities,
Century 21 Gemini, Ask for Kim,
(973)744-2700 x55_______________
Room for rent for 2 female student
roommates. Available Jan 1 ‘03 and
summer if needed. Furnished, very
close to campus. $350 each/month
plus security. Call for information
(973)778-1504
______________

help w an te d

FIVE FLAVORS— FIVE DOUARS!
Original Chocolate, Apple Cinnamon, Peanut Butter, Boulder Berry, Chocolate Chip Peanut Butter

cail NOW!

imroductorv oner with foie shipping

1-877-264-2200 - Offer Code MSÜ1
P H O N E O R D E R S O NLY

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
$250 a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 721_________

m iscellaneous

w w w .m afbionutritionals.com
A S K Y O U R S E L F TH IS :
A R E Y O U P A IN T E R O R A P A IN TB R U S H ?
Dreamer, doer, artist?- then Anthem Portfolio Institute
has got a program that will help you get where you

Spring
break
insanity!
www.intercampus.com
or
call
1(800)327-6013 guaranteed lowest
prices. Hottest destinations - free
meals and drinks! Cancún, Jamaica,
Florida and Bahamas party cruise!
Our seventeenth year! Reps wanted
- free trips!____________ __________

w ant to go. Our 10-week workshops are designed with
one thing in mind: Helping you put together an effective
portfolio to secure grants, scholarships and of course a
jobs. No pre-reqs, no silly electives, just a 10 session
reality- check. Learn from NY/NJ's brightest working
professional artists, and make the connections you'll

Now's the

need for life. It's fun, it's intense, and for only a few hun

up the phone and

dred bucks, it's a MUST for anyone who's serious about

973.655.0030

making a living as a professional artist.

For more information visit:

So don't just be the watcher, be the watched.

anthemportfolio.com

Responsible caring student needed to
care for my 3 and 5 year old children
afternoons. No car needed, but
must have a legal driver’s license.
Starting 11/18/02. Upper Montclair.
(973)744-3350.___________________

Promotional - “Power for Speaking” is
conducting consultations on speaking
abilities at reduced fee. An ‘advan
tage" for a possible executive career
resulting from coaching. Motiva
tional seminars are also in reach
(973)335-5855. ________________

2 boys and a dog seek companion 3
- 7 PM $12/hr weekdays for driving
to activities, delicious cooking and
homework helping. Non-smoker,
sense of humor, a car and great driv
ing record a must! Call (973)655-0950
with wonderful references._________

USA Spring Break Presents Spring
Break 2003 Campus Rep. Wanted
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people Cancún,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Aca
pulco, South Padre and Florida.
Call Toll Free 1 -8 7 7 -4 6 0 -6 0 7 7
www.usasprinabreak.com_________

408^pmftetctAvenue (2nd
Floor) Montclair, Ni 07042

A N TH E M P O R T F O L IO IN ST IT U T E

Mbrfcini to mate America
M /e < f

rsni > A
u
h

4 T

c o tte le n tg h ts H
$1 Bu<i < B u < f ¿ i t e t o
o n til

t t le *

M î< fn îte .f

timidity

$1 S / i o f

beautiful fo r ail.

Volunteers of America has
helped millions of Americans
rebuild their lives and restore
dignity.

Find out how you can help.
Call (800) 899-0089 or visit
www.VoiunteersofAmerica.org.

▼

Volunteers
of America*

There are no limits to caring. “*

S o c i a l i A ll

P r in if f p e c i a l i a ll n f r W i
P o o r*

With your support, Volunteers
of America gives hope to people
in need—and a chance to pursue
their American dream.

Open

a t

9

t

ptn*

Fraternities<Sororities
20 f *998-7383
58V R id ^ e Road
V o r th A rlin g to n
0703f
M in u te s o f f R o u te 3*

W W W .FATSOS.COM
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MSU
Dining Services
P resents.. .
Join Os
fo r Oar Traditional
Thanksgiving Calibration!
Student Gunter lin in g Room
Thursday, November 2ist
ibOOara—2:00pm
pumpkin Soup
R o a s t T u rk e y B re a s t

Baked Virginia flam w/Rum Raisin Sauee
Orange Cranberry Stuffing
G ra v y

Mashed potatoes
Candied Sweet potatoes
Green Beans
Corn Onion pie
Assorted tlotiday pies
Specialty tlouse dessert
$ 8 3 5 dax

...............

>

Trendy (ML Ocaosiott Treats From $5.05
* Singing Birthday Bears
* Holiday Bears
*Qssorted Message Bears

Have a Party With L/our
Group of G ot Mote
S Get a Holiday Colse«
Coil irt Gdvanee *4057.

Blanton Dining Hall

The M ontclarion p. 18
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Sport/ Trivio

Field Hockey Wins 3 - 0

Question: What is one

of the nicknames for
the Hall of Farmer Harold
G range, A ll-A m erican
running back at the Uni
versity of Illinois in the
early 1920s, and then for
the Bears until 1935?

Answer: The current

NBA team that started
out in New Orleans was
the Utah Jazz.

JOHN SPARACIO / THE MONTCLARION

Mariela Garcia keeps the ball in the offensive zone to help M SU
top Juanita College 3-0 and let the Red Hawks advance to the
ECAC Mid-Atlantic Tournament Semifinals.

Hall of Fame
Continued from p. 20
Outstanding Senior Athlete in 1968
for his efforts.
On the track, Harris won three
events at the NAIA Region Champi
onship (880 yards, Mile and Two Mile)
in 1967, and duplicated the feat the
following year.
Despite his busy track schedule,
Harris also com peted for the MSU
Fencing Team from 1966-68.
A fixture at MSU since his competi
tion days, he w ent on to c o a c h
the MSU Cross Country Team from
1975-85, where he posted a com 
posite record of 85-40.
Ed Riche compiled quite a career
in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.
He was called by his head coach
“the most complete player on our
ball club.”
He scored 1,193 points and had
over 500 rebounds being one of only
eight players in history to do so.
In the 1980-81 season Riche led
MSU to the New Jersey State Athletic
Conference championship, which
included an upset of top-seeded
then Glassboro State in the NJSAC
Tournament. ,,
MSU Went o$ to upset number
two ranked Rodnoke in the NCAA

Division III Tournament before falling
to Upsala in the quarter finals.
Riche helped the Red Hawks
inback-to-back NJSAC champion
ships in 1981 and 1982 as well as
consecutive appearances in the
NCAA Division III Tournament.
He was a team-captain and fouryear starter, he was nam ed FirstTeam AII-NJSAC in 1981 and 1982
and was a First-Team All-College
Division selection as well.
He was a member of the NCAA
All-South Atlantic Regional District
Team in 1981 and 1982.
When he left MSU, Riche was the
tenth all-time leading scorer in the
school’s history and is still ranked in
the top 15 for field goals made (468),
field goal percentage (.513), free
throws (257) and assists (192).
Wilma “ Willie” Rucker took over
the MSU softball team, in 1984.
Rucker helped MSU soar to even
greater heights.
In her seven seasons as the MSU
coach, Rucker's teams won no
fewer than 27 games, and three
times, they won' 30 or more.
In seven seasons, Rucker guided
The Red HawkjS to the NCAA

Regional Tournament each year, and
four times to the NCAA Division III
World Series.
Rucker also led MSU to its firstever New Jersey Athletic Conference
championship and was tabbed as
the 1989 NCAA Mid-Atlantic Region
Coach of the Year by the National
Softball Coaches Association.
In her final season of 1990, Rucker
achieved victory number 200 as the
Red Hawks co m pleted a doubleheader sweep over Rutgers-Camden
with a no-hitter and perfect game.
At the time, she became just the
third coach in the history of MSU Ath
letics to win more than 200 games.
In her time a t MSU, Rucker
coached 14 All-Americans, 22 AllRegional selections and 27 All-Con
ference performers.
Of those 14 All-Americans, six have
also been inducted into MSU Hall of
Fame
Kim Wilson is considered to be one
of the finest two-sport athletes in MSU
history.
She was a dominant player on the
basketball court and softball field.
'"On the hardwood, Wilson’s sta
tistics speak for themselves with

1,757 points, 755 rebounds, and 246
steals.
She helped MSU to three con
secutive 20-win seasons.
She helped MSU to its first two
appearances in the NCAA Division
III Tournament in 1989 and 1990, and
finished off her basketball career in
1991 by leading the Red Hawks to
the ECAC NY/NJ Metro Champion
ship as she was named Honorable
Mention All-American.
On the softball field, Wilson was
equally as talented a batter with a
career of .364 with 31 doubles, 72
runs scored and 69 RBI.
She helped MSU to its first-ever
NJAC Softball championship in 1989
and was an All-Conference, All1
Region and All-American selection.
At the time of her graduation,
Wilson was ranked in the top five for
career batting average, slugging
percentage, doubles and triples.
Wilson was also a four-time
MSU Female Athlete of the Year,
and was chosen as the : Ndw
Jersey Athletic Conference Female
A th le te o f the Year in 1990.
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standings
Through 11/11
Field H ockey
NJAC Overall

Rowan
TCNJ

4-0
3-1

MSU

Æ

i 77-5
1 11-7
10-6
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Action

17-0
11-2
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H
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Kean
WPU
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SWIMMING

Tues. 11/19 Adelphi
8 p.m.

Men’s S occer
Richard Stockton
Kean
Rowan
NJCU
MSU
Ramapo
TCNJ
WPU
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
¡1

NJAC
8-1
6-3
8-0-1
3-5-1
3-5-1
4-5-0
,,.|||3-4

Overall
18-4
16-5
15-3-2
10-8-1
10-6-2
10-6-1
10-7-3
8-8-1
1 -p i 7-11-1
1-8
6-10-1

W om en’s S occer
TCNJ
Richard Stockton
WPU
Rowan
MSU
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
NJCU
Ramapo

NJAC Overall
8-0
16-0-2
6-2-1 14-4-3
7-2
13-7-1
5-3-1 12-4-2
6-2-1 11-6-2
3-3-3 10-5-3
2-7-0 7-10

FOOTBALL

Sat. 11/16 Rowan*
1:30 p.m.

WRESTLING

jo -9

/4-12-2

Steve made a 48 yard touchdown reception in
Saturday’s game.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Sat. 11/16 Manhattanville
12 p.m.

6-10-2
5-14

tt£-§L'2

Sophomore Wide Receiver
Hometown: Paterson, NJ

Sun. 11/17 MSU Invitational
9 a.m.

h o n o r a b l e

* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

m e n t

i o n

Mike Hogan
Freshman Defense
Hometown: Parsippany, NJ

Football
NJAC Overall
4-0
8-0
4-2
7-2
3-1
4-4
3-2
4-3
2-2
3-5

Rowan
SUNY Cortland
MSU
TCNJ
Kean
WPU
NJCU

Mike made the second team All-NJAC that was
announced on Wednesday.
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Men’s

V o lleyb all
NJAC
6-2
NJCU
_ 5 j3
Richard Stockton , l f
7%
Kean
» 3 ^
WPU
4 -4 '
Rowan

Rutgers-Newark
MSU

Ramapo

17-1
3-5
1-7

Atiba was named to the second team All-NJAC
that was announced on Wednesday.

Soccer

11113-MSU1, Ramapo 0

Overall
25-8
22-8
20-13
20-19
19-10
14-9
13-13
7-14

Women’s Soccer

1118-

MSU 0, TCNJ 2

^

Paul returned a fumble for a touchdown during
Saturday’s game.

1119- MSU 20, NJCU 8

Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

Tennis

MSU

Richard Stocktoh
TCNJ

n Pat Freeland
1 ■*» Freshman DB
1 o Vernon, NJ

NJAC
! .it*

p lu 9-6
!2-â )9-4
i l l 8-2
3-1

7-2
5-0

Paul Golden
Freshman DB
Hometown: Seaside, NJ

Football

* New

Ramapo
Kean

Atiba Yusuf
Senior Forward
Hometown: East Orange, NJ

f

0

Pat-led the defense on Saturday with 11 tack
les, eight of which were unassissted.

red hawk

Sports Trivia
Answer Revealed

orts

See Page 18
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Field Hockey Advances
To Semifinals
See Page 18
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MSU Football Wins 20-8 Against NJCU
Next Up Is the NJAC Championships
By Anne Gifford

SportsEditor
NSU

20

NJCU

8

The MSU fo o tb a ll team
scored 20 points In the first
half of the gam e against
Jersey City University.
This helped them coast
to a 20-8 victory. The win set
up MSU to go against Rowan
for the New Jersey Athletic
Conference title.
Rowan, who is ranked
third In Division III, will enter
the gam e with a p e rfe c t
9-0 record overall and a 5-0
conference record.
Last year Rowan won the
game and the title. While
MSU won in 1999 and 2000.
On MSU's first possession,
they jum ped to a 7-0 lead
when John DIGIrolamo con
nected on a 48-yard touch

down pass. On the NJCU
possession, the Red Hawks
were driven to the 30 yardline.
But on the tenth play of
the drive, NJCU fumbled and
the lose ball was picked up
by Paul G olden. Golden
then raced 67 yards for
a touchdown, making the
score 14-0.ln the first quarter.
The Red Hawks scored
again before the end of
the half. NJCU scored with
11 minutes remaining In the
game when Nunez scored
off a two-yard run and then
added the two point conver
sion himself making the score
20- 8 .
MSU punted and Naazlr
Jackson returned the kick
42 yards to put the Gothic
Knights at MSU's 45-yard
line.
Nunez then pushed NJCU
to the 26 with a seven yard
run.
NJCU was stopped by Pat
Freeland.
Earvin finished the game
with 81 yards on 17 carries

while DIGIrolamo
completed
10-of-l 7 passes for
154 yards before
leaving In the third
quarter.
Eric Magrlni
had four catches
for 44 yards.
Freeland, who
had 1J tackles,
e ig h t. that were
unassisted, led the
defense.
Keith Mlgllorino
added ten tackles
and two sacks.

(right) At Saturday’s
game against Jersey
City University, Keith
Migliorino hurries the
quarterback to make
an incomplete pass.
MSU is on their
way to play Rowan
this Saturday for the
NJAC title.
JOHNSPARACIO/ THE MONTCLARION

MSU Inducts Five Athletes Into Hall of Fame

Tomorrow night, MSU
Department of Athletics will
Induct the 31st class Into the
Hall of Fame.
Five new members will be
Inducted.
They are Debra Emery,
James Harris, Ed Riche, Wilma
Rucker, and Kim Wilson.
This brings the total
number of athletes in the hall
of fame to 168,
Debbie Emery Is one of

the most talented two-sport
athletes at MSU.
She was also a key athlete
on the softball field and bas
ketball court. Being c o n 
sidered the first to p -fligh t
pitcher In the history of
the MSU softball program
and help transform the Red
Hawks Into a regional and
national contender.
In her four years, Emery
recorded 42 victories and
posted a career earned run
average of less than one run
per game.
She allowed just 217 hits
In 380 Innings pitched and
struck out 126 batters.

In addition to her pitching
numbers, she b a tte d .330
with ,69 runs scored and 74
RBI.
She helped MSU to two
NCAA Division III World Series
(1984 and 1986) and was
named a two-time All-Amer
ican In 1984 and 1985.
Emery still holds the record
for the best single-season
and career earned run aver
age marks (0.52 In 1986 and
0.98 career).
She also ranks Top 10 alltime In slugging percentage
(.492), triples (14), RBI (74)
and pitching victories (42).
On the basketball court.
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COURTESY OF MONTCLAIR, HHJ

D ebbie Em ery recorded
¡ ¡ 2 victories in h e r four
years.
j

James Harris posted a .
consecutive winning
m dross country^

Ed Riche is stiff ranked in
the top 1 S in field goals,
free throws, and assists.

Wilma Rucker was die
softball coach for seven
seasons from 84-90.

By Anne Gifford

SportsEditor

Emery was just as good, scor
ing over. 1,408 points making
her the fourth-hlghest total at
the time of her graduation.
There has also been no
b e tte r tree-throw shooter
In the history of the MSU
women's basketball pro
gram than Emery. She con
nected on 280-of-338 career
attem pts for an 82.8 free
throw percentage.
She was also an All-Unlverslty and All-State selec
tion. James Harris ran four
seasons for the then-lndlans
and built quite an Impressive
resume.
In his first home meet

In 1964, he set the course
record at the Cedar Grove
Reservoir, the site of MSU’s
home meets.
In his career, Harris would
go on to set the course
records at the United States
Coast G uard, M onm outh
College and a t Van Cortlandt Park In New York City.
During
the
1966-67
season, his greatest achieve
ment came when he had a
streak of 15 consecutive vic
tories In cross country meets,
and was nam ed the MSU
S ee "HALL OF FAME" o n p . 1 8

